how to log weight on fitbit application
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Hi, @KatharineOC, there should be a log weight tile on your dashboard. . I can see the Aria 2
weigh ins when I go to settings in the Android fitbit app and.
How do you input target weight and actual weight. I want to enter each week. thanks
Moderator edit: updated subject for clarity. I can't find anything on my phone but to enter a
new goal weight, not my In the app on you phone, click on the weight icon and then hit the
“+”.
Hi, I have been trying to log my weight manually through the Desktop app on Windows 8. It
allows me to enter my weight and body fat, but i am. how do I log actual weight daily
Moderator edit: subject updated for clarity. Cheers, I was looking for the same question and
now have the answer. Never thought of the website after downloading the app. I've also. you
weight to the dashboard, or you can open the Weight Log on either the app or the
thevoiceoflakecounty.com Dashboard and manually enter your weight. I want to know how to
track my weight on my flex 2. It had my From the Fitbit app dashboard, tap or click the
Account icon User-added image; Under Goals, find.
Bottom Log Weight doesn't work, you can't select a date. .. Some section of the Dashboard or
features of the app are not available for all countries yet.
I want to update my weight in the app, but the keyboard only shows a. (dot). When I enter
(example) the app says wrong entry . prior the last update I had a.
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